The House convened at 1 p.m., e.d.t.

THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE
(MATTHEW E. BAKER) PRESIDING

PRAYER

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The prayer will be offered by Babaji Balwinder Singh, Gurdwara Philadelphia Sikh Society, Millbourne, the guest of Representative Jamie Santora.

BABAJI BALWINDER SINGH, Guest Chaplain of the House of Representatives, offered the following prayer:

Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh!

It is my humblest request to my community, please just voice your loud with my greeting.

Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh!

Here we are celebrating Vaisakhi and also Khalsa.

So today we are celebrating here. It is a beautiful, amazingly designed building, and personally, we are so fortunate to do that here.

So I have a brief history within 2 or 3 minutes of this day. Baisakhi is also called Vaisakhi. So here are two words, Vaisakhi and Baisakhi, but the meaning is the same. Vaisakhi is usually celebrated on 13 April and very occasionally on 14 April every year.

Vaisakhi is a harvest festival of Punjab. It is celebrated to mark the arrival of the harvest season. Vaisakhi is also a day of special significance to the Sikhs, because on this day in 1699, the 10th Guru of the Sikhs, Guru Gobind Singh, transformed Sikhs who until then were known to be saintly people, into saint-soldiers – the Khalsa – defender of the innocent and protector of the weak.

Guru Nanak Dev Ji, 1469-1539, who was founder of the Sikh religion, was the first Guru of the Sikhs. He preached oneness of God, equality of all humans, honest living, and helping the less fortunate. He was followed by nine other Gurus in human form.

The brief history of this event is a group of Kashmiri Pandits, wisdom class of India, and other non-Muslims came to ninth Guru of the Sikhs Guru Teg Bahadur to protect them from being forcibly converted into Islam by the then ruler of India Aurangzeb. Guru Teg Bahadur's efforts to protect the non-Muslims led to his execution at the hands of Aurangzeb in 1675. Hindus revered him as "Hind di Chadar," meaning protector of the Hindus.

When the news of the execution of Guru Teg Bahadur had reached his young son, Guru Gobind Singh, he resolved to turn the Sikhs into soldiers, a fighting force. The Khalsa was ordered to keep 5Ks: Kesh, uncut hair; Kirpan, a dagger; Kachhera, underpants; Kara, a round iron bracelet; Kangha, a wooden comb to keep the hair clean. Each of these are blessings of these special five gifts and has significance. Guru Gobind Singh wanted the Khalsa to be visible to all so that anyone needing help could easily recognize the Khalsa and seek his protection.

That, in short, is the history of Vaisakhi as it relates to the Sikhs.

Let us now pray for world peace.

(Prayer in Punjabi.)

O Lord, this world is in flames. Please protect it. Show us the way to peace. Give us the wisdom to study our Scriptures and find the way to peace. God bless us all.

Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa
Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh!

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

(The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by members and visitors.)

JOURNAL APPROVAL POSTPONED

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the approval of the Journal of Monday, April 17, 2017, will be postponed until printed.

JOURNALS APPROVED

The SPEAKER pro tempore. However, the following 2017 Journals are in print and, without objection, will be approved:

Tuesday, January 3;
Monday, January 23; and
Tuesday, January 24.
LEAVES OF ABSENCE

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The majority whip requests leaves of absence for Representative DOWLING from Fayette County for the day, Representative MAKO from Northampton County for the week, Representative MASSER from Northumberland County for the week, and Representative Jack RADER from Monroe County for the week. Without objection, the leaves of absence will be so granted.

The minority whip requests leaves of absence for Representative CRUZ from Philadelphia for the day, Representative FABRIZIO from Erie County for the day, Representative O'BRIEN from Philadelphia County for the day, and Representative RABB from Philadelphia County for the day. Without objection, the leaves of absence will be so granted.

BILL REPORTED AND REREFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON AGING AND OLDER ADULT SERVICES

HB 448, PN 469 By Rep. GODSHALL

An Act amending the act of December 4, 1996 (P.L.911, No.147), known as the Telemarketer Registration Act, further providing for unwanted telephone solicitation calls prohibited.

Reported from Committee on CONSUMER AFFAIRS with request that it be rereferred to Committee on AGING AND OLDER ADULT SERVICES.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the request for referral will be granted.

BILL REPORTED AND REREFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON STATE GOVERNMENT

HB 205, PN 173 By Rep. HICKERNELL

An Act amending Title 24 (Education) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, in preliminary provisions relating to retirement for school employees, further providing for definitions.

Reported from Committee on EDUCATION with request that it be rereferred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the request will be so granted.
No. 1241  By Representatives DAWKINS, CALTAGIRONE, BULLOCK and KINSEY

An Act requiring State agencies to establish language access plans.

Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT, April 18, 2017.

COMMUNICATION FROM DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair acknowledges receipt from the Department of Environmental Protection, the 2015-16 Annual Report of the Pennsylvania Energy Development Authority.

(Copy of communication is on file with the Journal clerk.)

MASTER ROLL CALL

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair is about to take the master roll call. Members will proceed to vote.

The following roll call was recorded:

PRESENT–195

Baker  English  Kortz  Readshaw
Barbin  Evankovich  Krueger  Reece
Barrar  Evans  Kulik  Reese
Benninghoff  Everett  Lawrence  Roae
Bernstine  Farry  Lewis  Roe
Bizzarro  Fee  Longietti  Roebuck
Bloom  Fitzgerald  Mackenzie  Rothman
Boback  Fynn  Madden  Rozzi
Boyle  Frankel  Mahler  Ryan
Bradford  Freeman  Maloney  Sacccone
Briggs  Fritz  Markosek  Sainato
Brown, R.  Gabler  Marshall  Samuelson
Brown, V.  Gainey  Marsico  Sankey
Bullock  Galloway  Matzie  Santora
Burns  Gergely  McCarter  Saylor
Caltagirone  Gillen  McClinton  Schemel
Carroll  Gillespie  McGinnis  Schlossberg
Causer  Godshall  McNeil  Schuyler
Cephas  Goodman  Mehauff  Simmons
Charlton  Greiner  Mentzer  Sims
Christian  Grove  Metcalfe  Snyder
Comitta  Haggerty  Metzgar  Solomon
Conklin  Hahn  McCarelli  Sonney
Cook  Hanna  Millard  Staats
Corbin  Harkins  Miller, B.  Stephens
Corr  Harper  Miller, D.  Sturla
Costa, D.  Harris, A.  Milne  Tallman
Costa, P.  Harris, J.  Moul  Taylor
Cox  Heffley  Mullery  Thomas
Culver  Helm  Murt  Tobash
Cutler  Hennessey  Mustio  Toepel
Daley  Hickernell  Neilson  Toobil
Davidson  Hill  Nelson  Topper
Davis  Irvin  Nesbit  Vazquez
Dawkins  James  Neuman  Viti
Day  Jozwiak  O'Neill  Walsh
Dean  Kampf  Oberlander  Ward
Deasy  Kaufman  Ondraski  Warren
DeLissio  Kaufman  Pashinski  Warner
Delozier  Kavulich  Peifer  Watson
DeLuca  Keefer  Petraca  Wentling
Dermody  Keller, F.  Petri  Wheatley
Diamond  Keller, M.K.  Pickett  Wheeland
DiGirolamo  Keller, W.  Pyle  White
Donatucci  Kim  Quigley  Youngblood
Driscol  Kinsey  Quinn, C.  Zimmerman
Dubnar  Kirkland  Quinn, M.  Turzai
Dush  Klunk  Rapp  Wysocki
Ellis  Knowles  Ravenstahl  Speaker
Emrick

ADDITIONS–0
NOT VOTING–0
EXCUSED–8
Cruz  Fabrizio  Masser  Rabb
Dowling  Mako  O'Brien  Rader

LEAVES ADDED–2
Gergely  Watson

The SPEAKER pro tempore. One hundred and ninety-five members having voted on the master roll, a quorum is present.

We will now proceed to the citation presentations.
Representative Longietti, Representative Wentling, and Representative Nesbit are invited to the rostrum for the purpose of presenting a citation to the Reynolds Raiders State Champion Wrestling Team.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the majority whip, who requests a leave of absence for the gentlelady, Mrs. WATSON, for the day, a leave of absence for the day. Without objection, the leave will be so granted.

REYNOLDS JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM PRESENTED

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Representative Longietti, you may proceed when you are ready.

Mr. LONGIETTI. Mr. Speaker, I am joined by State Representatives Parke Wentling and Tedd Nesbit as we honor the Reynolds Raiders Wrestling Team for earning the Class AA State champions in both the team dual-match competition and the individual wrestling competition.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Will the gentleman suspend.

Mr. LONGIETTI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The Raiders posted a perfect 23-and-0 season, outscoring their opponents by a combined 393 to 73 in their seven postseason matches. On February 11 at the Giant Center in Hershey, they defeated Northern Lebanon by a score of 54 to 18 to earn the team championship.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Will the gentleman suspend.

Members, kindly take your seats. There is entirely too much noise on the floor. Please afford the members the respect due. Members, please take your seats.

You may proceed.

Mr. LONGIETTI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The Raiders posted a perfect 23-and-0 season, outscoring their opponents by a combined 393 to 73 in their seven postseason matches. On February 11 at the Giant Center in Hershey, they defeated Northern Lebanon by a score of 54 to 18 to earn the team championship.

Their road to the State individual wrestling championship included a Section 2 championship with 10 wrestlers placing first, a District X championship with seven wrestlers placing first, and a Northwest Regional crown with six wrestlers earning first place. On March 11 at the Giant Center in Hershey, the
Raiders again came out on top in the individual wrestling competition with a team score of 136.5, besting second place Bishop McDevitt by 50 points.

On the dais behind me are five members of the squad, led by the State champion in the 106-pound weight class, Beau Bayless, who finished the season with a record of 34 and 4 and a career record of 72 and 11. He is joined by Cole Matthews, Gage Bayless, Joel Leise, and Cole Rickert, and they are joined on the dais by head coach Casey Taylor, a three-time State champion in his own right and a 2017 District 10 Class AA "Coach of the Year" along with his son, Griffin.

The remaining members of the squad are seated in the rear of the House and in the gallery, and I would ask that they stand and be recognized.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Please rise and be recognized.

Mr. LONGIETTI. They are seniors Chaise Hauck, Ben Wilcox, and Gavin Wilkerson; juniors Ryan Harnett, Hunter Michaels, Matthew Gosser, Jarod Miller, Tylir Shannon, and Xavier Coburn; sophomores Rocco Bartolo, Andrew Ischo, Hunter Thompson, Derek Skeehan, and Eddie Hammons; and freshmen Cole Bayless, Bryce McCloskey, Evan Miller, and Adam Wilcox. They are joined by school superintendent John Sibeto and high school principal Scott Shearer.

Mr. Speaker, the State Champion Reynolds Raiders Wrestling Team.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Congratulations.

THE SPEAKER (MIKE TURZAI) PRESIDING

LEAVE OF ABSENCE

The SPEAKER. Representative Marc GERGELY has requested to be placed on leave. Without objection, that will be granted.

4-H LIVESTOCK JUDGING TEAM PRESENTED

The SPEAKER. Representative John Lawrence, Representative Tim Hennessey, and Representative Eric Roe are invited to the rostrum for the purpose of presenting a citation to a championship team.

I would ask everybody to please take their seats. Everybody, please take your seats. If all members can please take their seats.

If we could, we are going to close the doors of the House just briefly. If anybody has to leave the House floor, please do so at this time.

I would ask all members to please take their seats.

Representative John Lawrence and Representative Tim Hennessey and Representative Eric Roe are welcome.

Representative Lawrence, please proceed.

Mr. LAWRENCE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Colleagues, it is my pleasure today to introduce to you the 2016 Chester County 4-H Livestock Judging Team. They are the 2016 State champion livestock judging team.

The SPEAKER. Let us give them a round of applause, please.

Mr. LAWRENCE. Comprised of teammates Mindy Beam, Kaityn Bell, Katelyn Stoltzfus, Rachel Stoltzfus, and coach Don Cairns, these four talented ladies have distinguished themselves in the field of livestock judging. Mr. Speaker, their State championship entitled them to participate in competitions all over the country, including the national championship judging event, where they placed first in sheep judging and third overall. Their national level performance led to an invitation to the international competition, the 2017 Royal Highland livestock judging event in Scotland, where they will proudly represent Chester County, this Commonwealth, and indeed our entire nation on the global stage later this summer.

I would like to recognize their friends and family, Mr. Speaker, if I might ask them to rise. They are in the back of the House. Thank you.

Ladies, on behalf of the House of Representatives, please accept our sincere congratulations and best wishes for all future successes at the international competition.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

NED McGINLEY INTRODUCED

The SPEAKER. We have some visitor recognitions, and at this time I would like to bring up Representative Pashinski and Representative Murt.

We have important guests here today. They both wanted to say some remarks. We are going to begin with Representative Pashinski and Representative Murt.

And I would like everybody to please take their seats, some important guests that they are going to welcome to us today.

Representative Pashinski, will you be going first?

Then you may proceed, sir.

Mr. PASHINSKI. Thank you very, very much, Mr. Speaker.

And it is indeed a great pleasure and an honor to recognize an individual who has contributed to the sport of wrestling for 48 years. He has compiled an incredible record, which my good colleague and friend, Representative Murt, will highlight at this time.

Mr. MURT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and thanks to my colleague, Representative Pashinski.

Mr. Speaker, today we recognize and we honor Coach Ned McGinley, who is retiring after 48 years of service to the King’s College wrestling program. In 1968 Ned McGinley started the wrestling program at King’s College.

I just want to share some of the statistics that highlight Ned McGinley’s career. In 1968 Ned McGinley started the King’s College wrestling program, started the program and Division III NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association) program from scratch, over 900 dual meets coached by Ned McGinley, 452 wins as of last count, 48 seasons as the head of a Division III program. He is the longest tenured active head coach on any level in the NCAA, 45 college Division III national tournament qualifiers, 32 Division III Scholar All-Americans, 20 Middle Atlantic Conference individual champions, 18 NCAA Division III All-Americans, 13 wrestlers to post undefeated dual-meet seasons, 6 wrestlers to reach the Division III national finals, 5 National Catholic Invitational Tournament champions, and 4 separate Hall of Fames that have enshrined Ned McGinley: the Luzerne County Sports Hall of Fame, Pennsylvania Wrestling Coaches Association Hall of Fame, the Division III
Wrestling Coaches Hall of Fame, and the National Wrestling Hall of Fame.

But, Mr. Speaker, Ned McGinley's greatest contribution to our Commonwealth and Ned McGinley's greatest contribution to mankind cannot be measured in wins and losses. It is the quality of young men that he has produced in the King's College wrestling program, many young men that have gone on to successful careers in teaching and education and science, business, technology, the military, and so forth. We are very, very proud to honor Coach McGinley today.

And I also want to recognize some of the guests who are with us up in the gallery, but before I do that, Mr. Speaker, I would like to turn the podium over to my colleague, Representative Pashinski.

Mr. PASHINSKI. Thank you, Representative Murt.

We are doing a tag-team match here.

Just a couple of short stories about Ned. As Representative Murt indicated, back in 1968 when King's College was building the Scandlon Gymnasium, people were witness to the fact that Coach McGinley used to sneak onto the construction site just to take a look at the wrestling room, and then when he saw it, he would go back to the construction guys and make sure that they did everything right. In that process, without a doubt, he was thrown off the site several times and he would continue to go back to make sure everything was correct. After that point he became known as the serial trespasser at King's and turned out to be one the greatest wrestling coaches in the history of Division III.

Another very important point here today is the president of King's College. A very good friend, Father John Ryan, is here today, and you will be happy to know that Father John was also a wrestler. And as the story goes, Father John wrestled Ned because they were from opposing schools, and Father John lost the match in two overtimes by 1 point. Ned was the winner. Ned became the wrestling coach; Father John became the president of King's College. So there is some condolence there in losing.

In any case, let me introduce to you, please, at this time in the back of the hall – first of all, behind every great man there is certainly a greater woman – the wife of Ned McGinley, Mary Ellen McGinley. Would you please stand. Father Ryan, would you please stand. Grandson James McGinley, would you please stand. And give a round of applause to the people behind the success of Ned McGinley.

I have one more story, but I am going to let Representative Murt go on from here.

Mr. MURT. Mr. Speaker, we do have a couple special guests up in the gallery. I would also ask them to stand and be recognized: Coach McGinley's daughter, Bridget; his granddaughter, Sadie McGinley Mirin; and also my good friend, Mike Moyer, the executive director of the National Wrestling Coaches Association, which is based in Manheim. Could you please stand up to be recognized in the gallery.

Mr. PASHINSKI. And, ladies and gentlemen, would you please give a rousing round of applause for one of the greatest wrestling coaches in the history of Pennsylvania, Ned McGinley. Would you please stand. Ned McGinley. Way to go, Coach.

The SPEAKER. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We greatly appreciate it.

If you can, please bring the coach and his wife up as well as Reverend Ryan, president of King's College – outstanding institution associated with the Holy Cross priests.
Mr. MACKENZIE called up **HR 243, PN 1350**, entitled:

A Resolution recognizing the month of April 2017 as "Child Identity Theft Awareness Month" in Pennsylvania.

On the question, Will the House adopt the resolutions?

The following roll call was recorded:

**YEAS–193**

Baker Emrick Kortz Readshaw
Barbin English Krueger Reed
Barrar Evankovich Kulik Reese
Benninghoff Evans Lawrence Roae
Bernistine Everett Lewis Roe
Bizzarro Farry Longietti Roebuck
Bloom Fee Mackenzie Rothman
Boback Fitzgerald Madden Rozi
Boyle Flynn Maher Ryan
Bradford Frankel Maloney Saccone
Briggs Freeman Markosek Sainato
Brown, R. Fritz Marshall Samuelson
Brown, V. Gabler Marsico Sankey
Bullock Gainey Metcalfe Schwyers
Burns Galloway McCarter Saylor
Caliguire Gillen McClintock Schlossberg
Carroll Gillespie McGinnis Schumaker
Causer Godshall McNeill Simmons
Cephas Goodman Mehaffie Sims
Charlton Greiner Mentzer Snyder
Christiana Grove Metcalfe Sonny
Comitta Haggerty Metzgar Sonner
Conklin Hahn Miccarelli Sontag
Cook Hanna Millard Staats
Corbin Harkins Miller, B. Stephens
Cor Harper Miller, D. Sturla
Costa, D. Harris, A. Tallman
Costa, P. Harris, J. Taylor
Cox Heffley Mullery Thomas
Culver Helm Murt Tobar
Cutler Hennessey Mustio Toepel
Daley Hickernell Neilson Toohil
Davidson Hill Nelson Topper
Davis Irvin Nesbit Vazquez
Dawkins James Neuman Vitali
Day Jozwiak O'Neill Walsh
Dean Kampf Oberlander Ward
Deasy Kauffer Ortizay Warren
DeLissio Kaufman Pashinski Warren
Delozier Kavulich Peifer Westley
DeLuca Keener Petrarca Wheatley
Demodyder Keller, F. Petri Wheeland
Diamond Keller, M.K. Pickett Wheeling
DiGirolamo Keller, W. Pyle Youngblood
Donatucci Kim Quigley Zimmerman
Driscoll Kinsey Quinn, C. Turzai
Dunbar Kirkland Quinn, M. Speaker
Dush Klunk Rapp
Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl

**NAYS–0**

**NOT VOTING–0**

**EXCUSED–10**

Cruz Gergely O'Brien Rader
Dowling Mako Rab Rader
Fabrizio Masser Watson

The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the resolutions were adopted.

The **SPEAKER**. Members, these are going to be the speakers with respect to our resolutions that we just passed: Representative Miccarelli, Representative Santora, and Representative Davidson will be first on HRs 94 and 260, followed by Representative Matzie for HR 225 and HR 226; Representative Murt for HR 159; Representative McCarter, HR 172; Representative McClintock, HR 205; and Representative Madden, HR 236.

So at this time we are going to take a quick photo here, and then we are going to have Representatives Miccarelli, Santora, and Davidson please come up to the rostrum.

Members, please take your seats. Members, please take your seats. We have an outstanding group of guests here today.

Representative Miccarelli will lead us off with this resolution.

Members, I would ask that everybody please take their seats.

**STATEMENT BY MR. MICCARELLI**

The **SPEAKER**. Representative Miccarelli, you may proceed, sir.

Mr. MICCARELLI. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

And I would also like to thank Representatives Santora and Davidson for joining me this morning.

I would also like to say thank you to all of my Sikh friends who are here with us today. They are joining us here for Vaisakhi, which as we heard from their leader earlier a very detailed description, so I will forgo some of those remarks.

But I must say since meeting my friend, Mr. Raj Singh, years ago at a charity event, I have learned more about the Sikh community than I ever imagined I would. I have been honored to march in their parades and join them at their temple to break bread.

The most impressive thing that I have learned about the Sikh community is the emphasis that their religion puts on helping others. Sikhs wear their turbans partly so they will be recognized, and in their teachings they are told that if there is one Sikh in a crowd of 1 million, people will know that there is someone that they can turn to for help.

I asked a member of the Sikh community what the significance of the turban was. I got a detailed explanation, but what stood out most in my mind was one particular reason. He told me that Sikhs are dutybound to do good and to help others. Sikhs wear their turbans partly so they will be recognized, and in their teachings they are told that if there is one Sikh in the crowd of 1 million, people will know that there is someone that they can turn to for help.

I would like to thank all my colleagues for your attention. I would like to thank my Sikh friends for your dedication to your community and for appearing here today to be with us. And I want to wish everyone a very happy Vaisakhi.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
STATEMENT BY MRS. DAVIDSON

The SPEAKER. Representative Davidson.
Mrs. DAVIDSON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I want to just share greetings with my friends and family in the Sikh community in the great townships of Upper Darby, East Lansdowne, Yeadon, and Millbourne, and I want to thank my colleagues for the opportunity to cosponsor and share with them on this great High Holy Day of the Sikh community.
Thank you so much, Mr. Speaker.

STATEMENT BY MR. SANTORA

The SPEAKER. Representative Santora.
Mr. SANTORA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank my colleagues for their support of HR 260, recognizing April 17, 2017, as "Sikh Awareness and Appreciation Month" here in Pennsylvania.
The Sikhs who originated in Punjab, India, came to the United States more than a century ago. The first Sikh temple, Gurdwara, was established in our country and it was in Stockton, California, in 1912. Today there are Sikhs living across the nation. Our Commonwealth is blessed and enriched with diversity, and our Sikh neighbors and friends add to that enrichment.

Mr. Speaker, unfortunately since 9/11/2001, many of our Sikh friends have been mistaken as terrorists because of their beards and turbans and they have been subject to a disproportionate share of crimes and hate crimes. I am here to tell you that anyone who knows a Sikh knows that they are peaceful, hardworking contributors to their communities and to society as a whole. They have contributed in so many ways, including farming, technology, business, retail, transportation, politics, and medicine, just to name a few.

Mr. Speaker, as we celebrate Vaisakhi Day here at the Capitol, which is the most recognized day in the Sikh religion, I am humbled to call many of the Sikhs in the community my friends and I am honored to be the sponsor along with Representative Davidson, Representative Miccarelli, and so many others in recognizing April as "Sikh Awareness and Appreciation Month."

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. Thank you, Representatives.
All the members of the Sikh community that are our guests today, would you please rise so that we can give you a round of applause. Thank you so much for coming to the State Capitol today. It is really quite an honor that you would come to the Capitol today.

At this time we are going to move supplemental A uncontested House calendar and then we will get back to the remarks.

UNCONTENDED SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR A

RESOLUTIONS PURSUANT TO RULE 35

Mr. WHEATLEY called up HR 248, PN 1467, entitled:
A Resolution recognizing the month of April 2017 as "National Jazz Month" in Pennsylvania.

Mr. SANTORA called up HR 260, PN 1468, entitled:
A Resolution designating the month of April 2017 as "Sikh Awareness and Appreciation Month" in Pennsylvania.

Ms. KIM called up HR 263, PN 1469, entitled:

On the question,
Will the House adopt the resolutions?
The following roll call was recorded:

YEAS–193

Baker  Emrick  Kortz  Readshaw
Barbin  English  Krueger  Reed
Barrar  Evankovich  Kallik  Reese
Benninghoff  Evans  Lawrence  Roae
Bernstine  Everett  Lewis  Roe
Bizzarro  Faraj  Longietti  Roebuck
Bloom  Fee  Mackenzie  Rothman
Bosback  Fitzgerald  Maden  Rozzi
Boyle  Flynn  Maher  Ryan
Bradford  Frankel  Maloney  Saconne
Briggs  Freeman  Markosek  Sainato
Brown, R.  Fritz  Marshall  Samuelson
Brown, V.  Gabler  Marsico  Sankey
Bullock  Gainey  Matzie  Santora
Burns  Galloway  McCarter  Saylor
Caltagirone  Gillen  McClinton  Schenkel
Carroll  Gillespie  McGinnis  Schlossberg
Causor  Godshall  McNell  Schweyer
Cephas  Goodman  Meaffie  Simmons
Charlton  Greiner  Mentzer  Sims
Christiania  Grove  Metcalfe  Snyder
Comitta  Haggerty  Metzgar  Solomon
Conklin  Hahn  Mccarelli  Sonney
Cook  Hanta  Millard  Staats
Corbin  Harkins  Miller, B.  Stephens
Cor  Harper  Miller, D.  Sturla
Costa, D.  Harris, A.  Milne  Tallman
Costa, P.  Harris, J.  Moul  Taylor
Cox  Heffley  Mullery  Thomas
Culver  Helm  Murt  Tobash
Cutler  Hennessey  Mustio  Toepel
Daley  Hickernell  Nelson  Toohil
Davidson  Hill  Nelson  Topper
The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the resolutions were adopted.

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING

The SPEAKER, Representative Stan Saylor, our majority Appropriations chair, is going to be recognized for a committee announcement.

We are going to continue to do floor remarks while the Appropriations Committee is meeting.

At this time the Chair is calling the Appropriations chair for a committee announcement.

Mr. SAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

There will be an immediate meeting of the Appropriations Committee in the majority caucus room. Thank you.

The SPEAKER. Members of the Appropriations Committee, we will not be taking votes while you are in committee; we will be doing floor remarks. So the members of the Appropriations Committee will be meeting at this time. It is an immediate meeting, and we are going to continue with our events here on the House floor.

I would like to call up Representative Santora, Representative Mccarelli, and Representative Davidson, if they might, with leaders from the Sikh community to the rostrum.

GUESTS INTRODUCED

The SPEAKER. In the rear of the House, we welcome Chancellor of the State System of Higher Education, Frank Brogan. Frank, if you could please stand. He is with student-led teams from each of the 14 universities. They are guests of Representative Baker and Representative Hanna. Will you please rise. I know that you have to go to the Governor's Office. They include Sarah Bartra, Ariana Nelson, Shaina Hilley, Anthony Servette, Keisha Kauffman, Caleb Richardson, Kaylee Miller, Maria Sunick, Trevor Dietz, Alexandra Jean-Paul, Traci Moyer, Logan Steigerwalt, Caitlin Seaman, and Christopher Homa. They are from all of the State System universities – outstanding schools and outstanding guests. Thank you so much for being with us. Please give them a round of applause.

Representative Gainey is— Oh, no; I apologize. Representative Matzie is next. It will be Representative Matzie, Representative Murt, Representative McCarter, Representative McClinton, Representative Madden, and then Representative Gainey.

STATEMENTS BY MR. MATZIE

The SPEAKER. Representative Matzie, the floor is yours, sir.

Mr. MATZIE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I would like to thank members for their affirmative vote on HR 225 and HR 226.

HR 225 recognizes "National Train Day," which was first established in 2008 to educate the public about the rich history of our nation's trains and the advantages of rail travel. The observation is held annually on the Saturday closest to May 10, the day the nation's first transcontinental railway was completed in 1869 in Utah.

We have some guests here today. Mr. Speaker, if I may introduce the guests. To the left of the Speaker, Jon Broder from Conrail, Rudy Husband from Norfolk Southern, and John Burch from the Keystone State Railroad Association. Gentlemen, if you could rise and be welcomed by the House.

Now more than ever rail travel is an essential part of our transportation infrastructure, helping to reduce congestion on the roads and in the skies, connecting cities and rural communities, and providing a more environmentally friendly mode of transportation that contributes to our energy security.

HR 226 recognizes the freight rail industry and its employees. Pennsylvania has more operating railroads than any other State in the nation and has over 5,000 miles of track. Southwestern Pennsylvania where I represent can expect a transportation infrastructure, helping to reduce congestion on the roads and in the skies, connecting cities and rural communities, and providing a more environmentally friendly mode of transportation that contributes to our energy security.

HR 226 recognizes the freight rail industry and its employees. Pennsylvania has more operating railroads than any other State in the nation and has over 5,000 miles of track. Southwestern Pennsylvania where I represent can expect a transportation infrastructure, helping to reduce congestion on the roads and in the skies, connecting cities and rural communities, and providing a more environmentally friendly mode of transportation that contributes to our energy security.

Now, when you think of rail and you think of what it takes to keep America's economy moving 24/7, 365 – 60 football fields, the length of the longest freight train in American history; 484 miles, how far a freight train can move a ton of freight on the length of the longest freight train in American history; 484 miles, how far a freight train can move a ton of freight on 1 gallon of fuel. So when you think of that train going by, think of the commerce that it is taking and moving. In my district alone, in Conway, Pennsylvania, Norfolk Southern's station there at one time was the largest switching station in the world, so if you think about the commerce that moves through southwestern Pennsylvania along the Ohio River.

If you ever wonder what fits in just one freight rail car – I will give you a couple of statistics and conclude my remarks – enough coal to power 21 homes for a year, enough corn to feed 37,000 chickens for life, and enough crude oil to make 13,500 gallons of gasoline.

So I thank the members for their kind attention and their affirmative vote on both resolutions today, I thank the guests for being here, and thank you again.
As many of you know, April 22, this Saturday, is Earth Day. We are in official. House floor who voted in favor of HR 172 and made Earth proposing this resolution, as well as my colleagues here on the that we have stressed our environment to a point never before atmosphere increase to unprecedented levels, our increasing ocean and atmospheric temperatures, melting glaciers and sea ice, and rising sea levels all threaten to change and disrupt what has been our Garden of Eden for more than 11,000 years, it is incumbent upon all of us to become more knowledgeable and informed so that we can all work together as environmentalists to combat the changes unfolding around us.

Mr. Speaker, now is not the time to turn our back on the scientific evidence that continues to mount every day that shows that we have stressed our environment to a point never before seen. It is not the time to weaken our resolve to provide resources to combat the changes happening. And it is surely not the time to prevent or hinder research by scientists into these great problems.

Mr. Speaker, I want to again thank all of my colleagues here in the House for their support of this resolution and hope that all of us will show our support by attending and participating in the thousands of events occurring throughout Pennsylvania in the coming days of Earth Week. We have only one planet. Let us honor it, celebrate it, and make sure that through our daily actions in this legislative body we preserve it to make it habitable for our children and grandchildren for centuries to come.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

STATEMENT BY MR. McCARTER

The SPEAKER. Representative McCarter is recognized to speak on HR 172.

Mr. McCARTER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I want to thank Representative Murt, who also joined me in proposing this resolution, as well as my colleagues here on the House floor who voted in favor of HR 172 and made Earth Week official.

As many of you know, April 22, this Saturday, is Earth Day. Mr. Speaker, in the 47 years since Earth Day was founded in 1970, much has changed. Celebration activities have now spread to more than 190 countries and to literally hundreds of thousands of communities, college campuses, and companies both near and far. In fact, the growth of activities and programs has grown so large that many locales are now celebrating Earth Week and filling the calendar with several events for the public to learn and to take action on issues impacting our shared home, planet earth.

As our worldwide population continues to grow exponentially, our CO2 (carbon dioxide) levels in the atmosphere increase to unprecedented levels, our increasing ocean and atmospheric temperatures, melting glaciers and sea ice, and rising sea levels all threaten to change and disrupt what has been our Garden of Eden for more than 11,000 years, it is incumbent upon all of us to become more knowledgeable and informed so that we can all work together as environmentalists to combat the changes unfolding around us.

Mr. Speaker, now is not the time to turn our back on the scientific evidence that continues to mount every day that shows that we have stressed our environment to a point never before seen. It is not the time to weaken our resolve to provide resources to combat the changes happening. And it is surely not the time to prevent or hinder research by scientists into these great problems.

Mr. Speaker, I want to again thank all of my colleagues here in the House for their support of this resolution and hope that all of us will show our support by attending and participating in the thousands of events occurring throughout Pennsylvania in the coming days of Earth Week. We have only one planet. Let us honor it, celebrate it, and make sure that through our daily actions in this legislative body we preserve it to make it habitable for our children and grandchildren for centuries to come.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The SPEAKER. Thank you, Representative McCarter.

STATEMENT BY MS. McCLINTON

The SPEAKER. Representative Joanna McClinton is recognized to speak on HR 205.

Ms. McCLINTON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I am pleased to be here to draw attention to an important health issue that can often go unaddressed because of the stigma surrounding it. HR 205 recognizes April 10, 2017, as “National Youth HIV & AIDS Awareness Day.”

Young people throughout the United States are disproportionately affected by HIV (human immunodeficiency virus). In 2015 young people ages 13 to 24 accounted for 22 percent of new HIV diagnoses, according to the Centers for Disease Control. And young people with HIV are the least likely of any age group to be linked to care. The CDC says prevention challenges include low rates of HIV testing, inadequate sex education, and the stigma around HIV that makes young people uncomfortable with discussing their status.

Nationwide there are many agencies that are working to tackle both HIV and AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) on several fronts, including by reducing the number of infections among our youth. And our young people, they have to step up too, because the American Psychological Association says that youth voices and peer-to-peer education are potent weapons in this fight. With that in mind, National Youth HIV & AIDS Awareness Day also highlights the contributions that young people are making in this fight against HIV and AIDS.

Last week Representative Harris and I participated in “The Hook Up,” which was sponsored by the Philadelphia Department of Human Services, and it was held right in my district in southwest Philadelphia at the Common Place. The Department of Human Services collaborated with Turning Points for Children, the Black Gold Project, and YO-ACAP (Youth Outreach Adolescent Community Awareness Program) to sponsor the national HIV campaign for youth. The purpose was to provide information for teenagers from the ages of 13 to 18 and for young adults aged 19 to 24 to help them in making good decisions about risks of engaging in sexual activity and different behaviors that will expose them to the sexually transmitted infections and also to HIV.

The Philadelphia Department of Public Health declared a crisis in the numbers of sexually transmitted infections among adolescent youth. The most recent study for Philadelphia found that 75 percent of sexually transmitted infections were among African-American young people who are between the ages of 13 and 24. Sadly, this same demographic represents 25 percent of all newly diagnosed HIV cases.

The time is now. We need family members, we need parents, we need friends, we need guardians, and we need places of worship to have the hard conversations with our young people. We do not have any time to waste. We have to dispel the myths and lies that certain forms of media tell these children and we have to be honest with them as early as possible to ensure that they have health and that they have wellness and that they can live the life that they dreamed about in achieving all of their different dreams.

I applaud all of those who are stepping up and working to combat this disease, and I hope this resolution encourages more to join them.

Thank you to each and every one of my colleagues here in the House for your support on this very important issue. Thank you.

The SPEAKER. Thank you, Representative McClinton.

STATEMENT BY MS. MADDEN

The SPEAKER. Representative Madden is recognized to speak on HR 236.
Ms. MADDEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I stand here today honored to introduce HR 236, declaring March 2017 as "Bleeding Disorders Awareness Month" in Pennsylvania.

Recently while at a meet-and-greet event in Monroe County, I shared a conversation with Penn Estates residents Nancy and Jose Padilla. Both Nancy and Jose began speaking about bleeding disorders and the complications, which can range from joint damage to severe viral infections. The conversation about this seemingly invisible disease that impacts an estimated 3 million Americans was informative and shocking, as currently there are still no cures to aid those that cannot form a proper blood clot. In addition to the complications mentioned a moment ago, those with a bleeding disorder also face extended bleeding after injury, surgery, or trauma.

Nancy and Jose requested a simple thing of me – if I would consider asking a few of my colleagues to stand in solidarity with National Red Tie Day. These simple conversations morphed into something greater, Mr. Speaker: HR 236. This designation builds upon the actions of President Ronald Reagan, who first designated the month of March as "Hemophilia Awareness Month" in 1986. The Bleeding Disorders Awareness Month initiative was established in part with the National Hemophilia Foundation and its 54 chapter organizations. Their purpose is to raise awareness of all bleeding disorders and the importance of conducting research, educational outreach, and providing advocacy initiatives nationwide.

Mr. Speaker, on behalf of Monroe County residents Nancy and Jose Padilla, my colleagues, and those who have been diagnosed with bleeding disorders, I submit to you HR 236, declaring March 2017 as "Bleeding Disorders Awareness Month" in Pennsylvania. Thank you.

STATEMENT BY MR. GAINEY

The SPEAKER. Representative Gainey is recognized to speak on HR 248.
Yes; thank you, Representative Kinsey and Representative Kim. They are joining Representative Gainey on HR 248.
Representative Gainey, the floor is yours.
Mr. GAINEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
We want to speak on HR 248, which was introduced by Representative Wheatley, Representative Kinsey, and Representative Kim. It is in honor of Jazz Month. We know that this is Jazz Month and we know just how much jazz has meant to the American music. I do not think there is a site for music that jazz has not influenced.
And so in recognition, we brought somebody from western Pennsylvania up to the State Capitol, and I am telling you we had him in the media room and he played so beautifully. I would like for all my colleagues in the House to give a warm hand for Mr. Calvin Stemley. Can you stand up, sir. Can we give him a warm hand.
Jazz has meant so much to the culture of America and I am so glad that he came up today. I am so glad we had a chance to honor him on the floor. I am so glad that my colleagues introduced this resolution. And I just personally want to say thank you, sir. I thank you for all you do for jazz, American history, and particularly western Pennsylvania and the State of PA. Thank you.
The SPEAKER. Thank you, Representative Gainey.
The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for concurrence.

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 381, PN 384, entitled:

An Act amending the act of February 13, 1970 (P.L.19, No.10), entitled "An act enabling certain minors to consent to medical, dental and health services, declaring consent unnecessary under certain circumstances," further providing for mental health treatment.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.

(Bill analysis was read.)

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three different days and agreed to and is now on final passage.

The following roll call was recorded:

**YEAS–193**

Baker, Emrick, Kortz, Readshaw
Barbin, English, Krueger, Reed
Barrar, Evankovich, Kulk, Reese
Benninghoff, Evans, Lawrence, Roae
Bernstine, Everett, Lewis, Roe
Bizzarro, Farry, Longietti, Roebuck
Bloom, Fee, Mackenzie, Rothman
Boback, Fitzgerald, Madden, Rozzi
Boyle, Flynn, Maher, Ryan
Bradford, Frankel, Maloney, Sancone
Brough, Freeman, Masuk, Santora
Brown, R., Fritz, Marshall, Samuelson
Brown, V., Gabler, Marsico, Sankey
Bullock, Gainey, Matzie, Santora
Burns, Galloway, McCarter, Saylor
Caltagirone, Gillen, McClintock, Schlemel
Carroll, Gillespie, McGinnis, Schlossberg
Causer, Godshall, McNeill, Schweyer
Cephas, Goodman, Mehaffie, Simmons
Charlton, Greiner, Metcalf, Snyder
Comitta, Haggerty, Metzgar, Sonnoli
Conklin, Hahn, Mccarelli, Sonney
Cook, Hanna, Millard, Staats
Corbin, Harks, Miller, B., Stephens
Corr, Harper, Miller, D., Sturla
Costa, D., Hariss, A., Milne, Tallman
Costa, P., Harris, J., Moul, Taylor
Cox, Heffley, Mullery, Thomas
Culver, Helm, Murt, Tobash
Cutler, Hennessey, Mustio, Toepel
Daley, Hickernell, Neison, Tooil
Davidson, Hill, Nelson, Topper
Davis, Irvin, Nesbit, Vazquez
Dawkins, James, Neuman, Vitali
Day, Jozwiak, O'Neil, Walsh
Dean, Kampf, Oberlander, Ward
Deasy, Kauffer, Ortitay, Warner
DeLissio, Kaufman, Pashinski, Warren
DeLuca, Keeler, Petrarca, Wheatley
Dermody, Keller, F., Petri, Wheeland
Diamond, Keller, M.K., Pickett, White
DiGirolamo, Keller, W., Pyle, Youngblood
Donatucci, Kim, Quigley, Zimmerman
Driscoll, Kinsey, Quinns, C., Zimmerman
Dubar, Kirkland, Quinns, M., Turzai,
Dush, Klunk, Rapp, Speaker
Ellis, Knowles, Ravenstahl

**NAYS–0**

**NOT VOTING–0**

**EXCUSED–10**

Cruz, Gergely, O'Brien, Rader
Dowling, Mako, Rabb, Watson
Fabrizio, Masser

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.
Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for concurrence.

** **

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 93, PN 603, entitled:

An Act designating a portion of State Route 93 from the boundary line between Berwick Borough and Briar Creek Borough, Columbia County, to the boundary line between Orangeville Borough and Orange Township, Columbia County, as the Stuart Tank Memorial Highway.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.

(Bill analysis was read.)

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three different days and agreed to and is now on final passage.
The question is, shall the bill pass finally?
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.

The following roll call was recorded:

| Yeas: 193 |
|---|---|---|---|
| Baker | Emrick | Kortz | Readshaw |
| Barbin | English | Krueger | Reed |
| Barrar | Evankovich | Kulik | Reese |
| Benninghoff | Evans | Lawrence | Roae |
| Bernstine | Everett | Lewis | Roe |
| Bizzarro | Farry | Longietti | Roebeck |
| Bloom | Fee | Mackenzie | Rothman |
| Boback | Fitzgerald | Madden | Rozzi |
| Boyle | Flynn | Maher | Ryan |
| Bradford | Frankel | Maloney | Saccone |
| Briggs | Freeman | Markosek | Sainato |
| Brown, R. | Fritz | Marshall | Samuelson |
| Brown, V. | Gabler | Marsico | Sankey |
| Bullock | Gainey | Matzie | Santora |
| Burns | Galloway | McCarver | Saylor |
| Caltagirone | Gillen | McClintock | Schelberg |
| Carroll | Gillespie | McGinnis | Schlossberg |
| Causer | Godshall | McNeill | Schwyer |
| Cephas | Goodman | Meaffie | Simmons |
| Charlton | Greiner | Mentzer | Sims |
| Christiana | Grove | Metcalfe | Snyder |
| Comitta | Haggerty | Metzgar | Solomon |
| Conklin | Hahn | Miccarelli | Sonney |
| Cook | Hanna | Millard | Staats |
| Corbin | Harkins | Miller, B. | Stephens |
| Cor | Harper | Miller, D. | Sturla |
| Costa, D. | Harris, A. | Milne | Tallman |
| Costa, P. | Harris, J. | Moul | Taylor |
| Cox | Heffley | Mullery | Thomas |
| Culver | Helm | Murt | Tobash |
| Cutler | Hennessey | Mustio | Toepel |
| Daley | Hickernell | Neilson | Toohil |
| Davidson | Hill | Nelson | Topper |
| Davis | Irvin | Nesbit | Vazquez |
| Dawkins | James | Neuman | Vitali |
| Day | Jozwiak | O'Neill | Walsh |
| Dean | Kampf | Oberlander | Ward |
| Deasy | Kauffer | Ortitay | Warner |
| DeLisso | Kaufman | Pashinski | Warren |
| Delozier | Kavulich | Peifer | Wentling |
| DeLuca | Keefar | Petraca | Wheatley |
| Dermody | Keller, F. | Petr | Wheeland |
| Diamond | Keller, M.K. | Picket | White |
| DiGirolamo | Keller, W. | Pyle | Youngblood |
| Donatucci | Kim | Quigley | Zimmerman |
| Driscoll | Kinsey | Quinn, C. | Turzai |
| Dunbar | Kirkland | Quinn, M. | Speaker |
| Dash | Klunk | Rapp | |
| Ellis | Knowles | Ravenstahl | |

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.
Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for concurrence.

** **

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 199, PN 1054, entitled:

An Act designating the portion of State Route 3078 and State Route 3090 in York County from the intersection with State Route 116 to the intersection with State Route 3042 as the Private First Class Donald R. Gise Memorial Road.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.

(Bill analysis was read.)

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three different days and agreed to and is now on final passage.
The question is, shall the bill pass finally?
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.

The following roll call was recorded:

| Yeas: 191 |
|---|---|---|---|
| Baker | Ernrich | Knowles | Ravenstahl |
| Barbin | English | Kortz | Readshaw |
| Barrar | Evankovich | Kulik | Reed |
| Benninghoff | Evans | Lawrence | Reese |
| Bernstine | Everett | Lewis | Roae |
| Bizzarro | Farry | Longietti | Sainato |
| Bloom | Fee | Mackenzie | Roeeck |
| Boback | Fitzgerald | Madden | Rothman |
| Boyle | Flynn | Maher | Rozzi |
| Bradford | Frankel | Maloney | Sankey |
| Briggs | Freeman | Markosek | Saccone |
| Brown, R. | Fritz | Marshall | Samuelsen |
| Brown, V. | Gabler | Marsico | Sankey |
| Bullock | Gainey | Matzie | Santor |
| Burns | Galloway | McCarver | Saylor |
| Caltagirone | Gillen | McClintock | Schelberg |
| Carroll | Gillespie | McGinnis | Schlossberg |
| Causer | Godshall | McNeil | Schwyer |
| Cephas | Goodman | Meaffie | Simmons |
| Charlton | Greiner | Mentzer | Sims |
| Christiana | Grove | Metcalfe | Snyder |
| Comitta | Haggerty | Metzgar | Solomon |
| Conklin | Hahn | Miccarelli | Sonney |
| Cook | Hanna | Millard | Staats |
| Corbin | Harkins | Miller, B. | Stephens |
| Cor | Harper | Miller, D. | Sturla |
| Costa, D. | Harris, A. | Milne | Tallman |
| Costa, P. | Harris, J. | Moul | Taylor |
| Cox | Heffley | Mullery | Thomas |
| Culver | Helm | Murt | Tobash |
| Cutler | Hennessey | Mustio | Toepel |
| Daley | Hickernell | Neilson | Toohil |
| Davidson | Hill | Nelson | Topper |
| Davis | Irvin | Nesbit | Vazquez |
| Dawkins | James | Neuman | Vitali |
| Day | Jozwiak | O'Neill | Walsh |
| Dean | Kampf | Oberlander | Ward |
| Deasy | Kauffer | Ortitay | Warner |
| DeLisso | Kaufman | Pashinski | Warren |
| Delozier | Kavulich | Peifer | Wentling |
| DeLuca | Keefar | Petraca | Wheatley |
| Dermody | Keller, F. | Petr | Wheeland |
| Diamond | Keller, M.K. | Picket | White |
| DiGirolamo | Keller, W. | Pyle | Youngblood |
| Donatucci | Kim | Quigley | Zimmerman |
| Driscoll | Kinsey | Quinn, C. | Turzai |
| Dunbar | Kirkland | Quinn, M. | Speaker |
| Dash | Klunk | Rapp | |
| Ellis | Knowles | Ravenstahl | |
| The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.
Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for concurrence.
The SPEAKER. Yes; that will be so marked.

My button was not working at the moment that we were voting. I wish to be marked as a "yes," an affirmative vote for HB 199.

The SPEAKER. Yes; that will be so marked.

VOTE CORRECTION

The SPEAKER. Representative White is recognized.

Ms. WHITE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

My button was not working at the moment that we were voting. I wish to be marked as a "yes," an affirmative vote for HB 199.

The SPEAKER. Yes; that will be so marked.

On the question,

Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?

Bill was agreed to.

(Bill analysis was read.)

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three different days and agreed to and is now on final passage.

The question is, shall the bill pass finally?

Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.

The following roll call was recorded:

YEAS–193

Baker Enright Konetzka Readshaw
Barbin English Krueger Reed
Barrar Evankovich Kulik Reese
Benninghoff Evans Lawrence Roae
Bernistine Everett Lewis Roe
Bizzarro Farry Longietti Roebuck
Bloom Fee Mackenzie Rothman
Buck Fitzgerald Madden Rozzi
Boyle Flyn Maher Ryan
Bradford Frankel Maloney Saccone
Briggs Freeman Markosek Sainato
Brown, R. Fritz Marshall Samuelson

NAYS–0

Krueger White

NOT VOTING–2

Cruz Gergely O'Brien Rader
Dowling Mako Rabb Watson
Fabrizio Masser

EXCUSED–10

Berks County as the First Lieutenant William R. Gendeibien Memorial Highway; designating a portion of State Route 2026, also known as Blair Mill Road, in Montgomery County as the Private First Class Paul T. Wright Memorial Highway; designating a bridge on a portion of Sheep Bridge Road over I-83, Newberry Township, York County, as the Staff Sgt. Jason M. Faley Memorial Bridge; designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 879 over Trout Run in Goshen Township, Clearfield County, as the Private David Kyle McCracken Memorial Bridge; designating a portion of State Route 2034 in Montgomery County as the Cpl. Carl F. Hynek III Memorial Highway; designating a portion of State Route 145 in Salisbury Township, Lehigh County, as the Cpl. Joshua B. Smith Memorial Highway; designating a bridge on that portion of U.S. Route 15 over State Route 114, Upper Allen Township, Cambria County, as the Cpl. Jonathan Dean Faircloth Memorial Bridge; designating a portion of Byberry Road between Warmminster Road and Orangemen's Road in Montgomery County as the Major Jeffrey Toczykowski Memorial Highway; designating a portion of State Route 1010 in Berks County as the DeLight Breidemag, Jr., Memorial Highway; designating a portion of State Route 51 in Fayette County as the Officer Richard Champion Memorial Highway; designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 741 over the Conestoga River, between Pequea Township and Lancaster Township, Lancaster County, as the Cpl. Eric M. Torbert Jr., Memorial Bridge; designating the interchange of State Route 43, the Mon-Fayette Expressway, with Rubles Mill Road, known as Exit 4, Fayette County, as the Master Sgt. Arthur L. Lilley Memorial Highway; designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 770 over the Tunungwant Creek, Bradford Township, McKean County, as the Master Sgt. Thomas Maholic Memorial Bridge; designating a bridge to be constructed on that portion of State Route 502 over Dingmans Run, Coudersport Borough, Potter County, as the PFC George Pesock Memorial Bridge; designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 872 over Bailey Run in Wharton Township, Potter County, as the Sgt. Paul M. Brown Memorial Bridge; designating a certain interchange in New Stanton Borough, Westmoreland County, as the E. Jeffrey Wentzel Memorial Highway; designating a portion of State Route 220 in Lycoming County as the Thomas A. Paternostro Memorial Highway; designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 1027 in Polk Township, Jefferson County, as the Polk Township Veterans Memorial Bridge; and making related repeals, "amending the title of the act; and further providing for Cpl. Carl F. Hynek III Memorial Highway."
The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for concurrence.

* * *

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 283, PN 269, entitled:

An Act amending the act of June 17, 2016 (P.L.342, No.46), entitled "An act designating: A portion of State Routes 108 and 551 in Lawrence County as the Battery B Memorial Highway. A bridge on that portion of State Route 403 over the Two Lick Creek, Borough of Clymer, Indiana County, as the Sergeant James Robert Pantall Memorial Bridge. A bridge on that portion of State Route 580 over the Susquehanna River, Cherry Tree Borough, Indiana County, as the Airman Second Class Gerald Emmett Johnson Memorial Bridge. A bridge on State Route 2014 over the Munsey Creek in Munsey Creek Township, Lycoming County, as the Private Walter L. Smith Spanish-American War Memorial Bridge. A portion of State Route 2044 in Lycoming County as the Lance Corporal William F. Merril Vietnam Veterans Highway. The bridge on State Route 225 that crosses the Armstrong Creek in Halifax Township, Dauphin County, as the Staff Sergeant Brian K. Mowery Memorial Bridge. A bridge on that portion of State Route 1026, Section 004 over the Cocalico Creek, Denver Borough, and West Cocalico Township, Lancaster County, as the Samuel L. Snyder Memorial Bridge. An overpass on State Route 49 over State Route 15, Lawrence Township, Tioga County, as the Lance Corporal Michael G. Plank Memorial Bridge. A portion of Blair Mill Road in Montgomery County as the Pvt William H. Walls, U.S.M.C. Memorial Highway. The overpass on State Route 3145 over Interstate 376, BMS 02-3145-0010-0537, in the Market District at Settlers Ridge, Robinson Township, Allegheny County, as the Roy F. Johns, Jr., Overpass. A portion of State Route 51 North in the Borough of Coraopolis, Allegheny County, as the Fred A. Trello Memorial Boulevard. A certain interchange in New Stanton Borough, Westmoreland County, as the Edward Lance" Ventzel Memorial Interchange. The bridge carrying State Route 2005 (Business Route 222) over the Schuylkill River, Riverfront Drive and Norfolk Southern Railroad in the City of Reading, Berks County, commonly referred to as the Bingaman Street Bridge, as the 65th U.S. Infantry Regiment, Borinqueneers Memorial Bridge. A bridge on that portion of State Route 36 over the Chest Creek, Patton Borough, Cambria County, as the Martin Joseph Davis Memorial Bridge. A portion of State Route 14 in Tyrone Township, Franklin County, as the James W. Cutchall Memorial Highway. A bridge on that portion of U.S. Route 15 over State Route 114, Mechanicsburg Borough, Cumberland County, as the Corporal Jonathan Dean Faircloth Memorial Bridge. The bridge on that portion of Township Route 431/436, Cooney Road, over U.S. Route 22 in Munster Township, Cambria County, as the PFC Thomas A. Cooney Memorial Bridge. The bridge on Tower Road spanning U.S. Route 219 in Crown Township, Cambria County, as the Trooper Herbert A. Wirfel Memorial Bridge. A bridge on that portion of Greenwood Avenue over the SEPTA tracks in Cheltenham Township and Jenkintown Borough, Montgomery County, as the Honorable Lawrence H. Curry Bridge. A bridge on that portion of State Route 144 over the Bald Eagle Creek, Milesburg Borough, Centre County, as the Veterans Bridge. An interchange on Pennsylvania Turnpike Route 66 in Westmoreland County as the David B. Shewmaker Memorial Interchange. A bridge on that portion of State Route 217 over the Norfolk Southern Railroad tracks and 2nd Street in Derry Borough, Westmoreland County, as the Derry Veterans Memorial Bridge," further providing for Lance Corporal Michael G. Plank Memorial Bridge.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.

(Bill analysis was read.)

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. The question is, shall the bill pass finally?
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.

The following roll call was recorded:

YEAS–193

Baker Emrick Kortz Readshaw
Barbin English Krueger Reed
Barnes Frankovich Krueger Saceco
Benninghoff Evans Lawrence Roe
Bernstine Everett Lewis Roe
Bizzarro Farry Longietti Roeback
Bloom Fee Mackenzie Rothman
Boback Fitzgerald Madden Rozzi
Boyle Flynn Maher Ryan
Bowden Frankel Maloney Scone
Briggs Freeman Markosek Sainato
Brown, R. Fritz Marshall Samuelson
Brown, V. Gabler Marsico Sankey
Bullock Gainey Matzie Santora
The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for concurrence.

* * *

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 580, PN 616, entitled:

An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, in registration of vehicles, further providing for antique, classic and collectible plates.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.

(Bill analysis was read.)

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. The question is, shall the bill pass finally?

Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.

The following roll call was recorded:

YEAS–193

Baker Emrick Kortz Readshaw
Barbin English Krueger Reed
Barra Evankovich Kulik Repol
Benninghoff Evans Lawrence Roae
Bernstine Everett Lewis Roe
Bizzarro Farry Longiotti Roebuck
Bloom Fee Mackenzie Rothman
Boback Fitzgerald Madden Rozzi
Boyle Flynn Maher Ryan
Bradford Frankel Maloney Saconne
Briggs Freeman Markosek Sainato
Brown, R. Fritz Marshall Samuelson
Brown, V. Gabler Marsico Sankey
Bullock Gainey Matzie Santora
Burns Galloway McCarter Saylor
Caltagirone Gillen McClintock Schmel
Carroll Gillespie McGinnis Schlos
Causer Godshall McNeill Schwa
Cephas Goodman Mehaffie Simms
Charlton Greiner Mentzer Sims
Christiana Grove Metcalfe Snyder
Comitta Haggerty Metzgar Solomon
Conklin Hahn Mccarelli Sonney
Cook Hanna Millard Staats
Corbin Harkins Miller, B. Stephens
Corr Harper Miller, D. Stura
Costa, D. Harris, A. Milne Tallman
Costa, P. Harris, J. Moul Taylor
Cox Heffley Mullery Thomas
Culver Helm Murt Tobash
Cutler Hennessey Mustio Toepel
Daley Hickernell Neilson Toolh
Davidson Hill Nelson Topper
Davis Irvin Nesbit Vazquez
Dawkins James Neuman Vitali
Day Jozwiak O’Neill Walsh
Dean Kampf Oberlander Ward
Deasy Kauffer Oritay Warner
DeLissio Kauffman Pashinski Warren
Delozier Kavulich Peifer Wentling
DeLuca Keefer Petrarca Wheatley
Dermody Keller, F. Petro Wheeland
Diamond Keller, M.K. Pickett White
DiGirolamo Keller, W. Pyle Youngblood
Donatucci Kim Quigley Zimmerman
Driscoll Kinsey Quinn, C.

NAYS–0

NOT VOTING–0

EXCUSED–10

Cruz Gergely O’Brien Rader
Dowling Mako Rabb Watson
Fabrizio Masser

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for concurrence.
The SPEAKER. Members, I would ask that you please take your seats. I would like to introduce a special guest. Members, please take your seats.

If we could close the doors of the House, real briefly.

**MARIO LONGHI INTRODUCED**

The SPEAKER. Our guest is the CEO of an employer in Pennsylvania that has a long history – 5,000 employees in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and an international presence. We have with us today Mario Longhi, the chief executive officer of United States Steel Corporation, who has been serving as president and chief executive officer and on the board of directors since 2013. Prior to joining United States Steel, he spent 6 years as chief executive officer at Gerdau Ameristeel Corporation, and prior to that, 23 years at another Pennsylvania employer, Alcoa, which he joined in 1982.

Many of you may remember that United States Steel, located in Pittsburgh and all across the State with facilities, when Andrew Carnegie and J.P. Morgan formed it, it was the first billion-dollar corporation in the United States of America. It has a great working relationship with the United States steelworkers, and this company continues to provide family-sustaining jobs throughout our Commonwealth and provides steel for our country and for the world.

At this time I would like the CEO, Mario Longhi, to come up on the rostrum so that we can give him a round of applause and thank him so much for joining us here in the Pennsylvania House of Representatives.

There are, I believe, two former employees of United States Steel who are amongst us – one on each side of the aisle. We have Representative Bill Kortz and Representative Eli Evankovich, who have been here to greet the CEO.

**BILL ON THIRD CONSIDERATION**

The House proceeded to third consideration of **SB 250, PN 630**, entitled:

An Act amending the act of December 5, 1936 (2nd Sp.Sess., 1937 P.L.2897, No.1), known as the Unemployment Compensation Law, in administration of act, providing for unemployment compensation service centers; and, in contributions by employers and employees, further providing for contributions by employees and for Service and Infrastructure Improvement Fund.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration?
Bill was agreed to.

(Bill analysis was read.)

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three different days and agreed to and is now on final passage.

The question is, shall the bill pass finally?
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken.

The following roll call was recorded:

**YEAS–189**

Baker  Emrick  Knowles  Reed
Barbin  English  Kortz  Reese
Barrar  Evankovich  Krueger  Roea
Benninghoff  Evans  Kulik  Roe
Bernstine  Everett  Lawrence  Roebuck
Bizzarro  Farry  Lewis  Rothman
Bloom  Fee  Longietti  Rozzi
Boback  Fitzgerald  Mackenzie  Ryan
Boyle  Flynn  Malden  Saccone
Bradford  Frankel  Maloney  Sainato
Briggs  Freeman  Markoske  Samuelson
Brown, R.  Fritz  Marshall  Sankey
Brown, V.  Gabler  Marsico  Santora
Bullock  Gainey  Matzie  Saylor
Burns  Galloway  McCarter  Schenkel
Deaguirone  Gillen  McClinton  Schlossberg
Carroll  Gillespie  McGinnis  Schweyer
Cauzer  Godshall  McNeill  Simons
Cephas  Goodman  Mehaffie  Sims
Charlton  Greiner  Mentzer  Snyder
Christiania  Grove  Metzgar  Solomon
Comitta  Haggerty  Mccarelli  Sonney
Donkin  Hahn  Millard  Starr
Cook  Hanna  Miller, B.  Stephens
Corbin  Harkins  Miller, D.  Sturla
Cor  Harper  Milne  Tallman
Costa, D.  Harris, A.  Moul  Taylor
Costa, P.  Harris, J.  Mullery  Thomas
Cox  Heffley  Murt  Tobash
Culver  Helm  Mustio  Toepel
Cutler  Hennessey  Neilson  Topol
Daley  Hickenrell  Nelson  Topper
Davidson  Hill  Nesbit  Vazquez
Davis  Irvin  Neuman  Vitali
Dawkins  James  O'Neill  Walsh
Day  Jozwiak  Oberlander  Ward
Dean  Kampf  Ortitay  Warner
Deasy  Kauffer  Pasinski  Warren
DeLiassio  Kauffman  Peifer  Wentling
Dolozier  Kavulich  Petrarca  Wheatley
Deluca  Keffer  Petri  Wheeland
Demody  Keller, F.  Pickett  White
DiGirolamo  Keller, M.K.  Pyle  Youngblood
Donatucci  Keller, W.  Quigley  Zimmerman
Driscoll  Kim  Quinn, C.  Zerza
Duban  Kinsey  Quinn, M.  Zurzai
Dush  Kirkland  Ravenstahl  Speaker
Ellis  Klunk  Readshaw

**NAYS–4**

Diamond  Maher  Metcalfe  Rapp
NOT VOTING–0

**EXCUSED–10**

Cruz  Gergely  O'Brien  Rader
Dowling  Mako  Rabb  Watson
Fabrizio  Masser

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative and the bill passed finally.

Ordered, That the clerk return the same to the Senate with the information that the House has passed the same with amendment in which the concurrence of the Senate is requested.
The SPEAKER. Please open up the doors of the House. We are going to introduce a few more guests.
There are no further votes at this time, but I am going to call upon some members for announcements here shortly after we do visitor recognition, and then, Representative Schweyer, I will call upon you as well.

GUESTS INTRODUCED

The SPEAKER. Located to left of the rostrum, we welcome Robert Hartwell from Lancaster County. He is the guest of Representative Dave Zimmerman. Thank you so much for being here with us today.

Patrick Cosgrave, who is a student at Dickinson College majoring in political science, is interning with the House Republican Caucus this semester. Patrick, great having you here today.

Representative Brett Miller has a guest here today. Representative Miller invites Dale Dietrich, in the rear of the House, to please stand. Dale, great to have you here today. Thank you so much for being with us.

In the rear of the House, we have Representative Maloney’s guests, the Daniel Boone Optimist Club. Will you please rise. The Daniel Boone Optimist Club, please rise. It is so great to have you here today. Thank you.

Guests of Representative Sheryl Delozier include guest pages Reagan Werner and Morgan Morrison, who attend West Shore Christian Academy. Thank you so much for being with us here today. Thank you.

LIQUOR CONTROL COMMITTEE MEETING

The SPEAKER. Chairman Adam Harris, for a committee announcement, sir.

Mr. A. HARRIS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

There will be a voting meeting of the House Liquor Committee at 2:45 p.m. in room G-50 to consider HB 975 and HB 1075. Again, that is a voting Liquor Committee meeting, room G-50 at 2:45 p.m.

The SPEAKER. Thank you, sir.

There will be a voting meeting of the Liquor Committee in room G-50 at 2:45 p.m.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY COMMITTEE MEETING

The SPEAKER. Representative John Maher, for a committee announcement.

Mr. MAHER. The Environmental Resources and Energy Committee will meet tomorrow at 10 a.m. in room 60, East Wing; 10 a.m., 60 East Wing, tomorrow.

The SPEAKER. The Environmental Resources and Energy Committee will meet tomorrow morning in room 60, East Wing, at 10 a.m.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS

The SPEAKER. Representative Marcy Toepel, our majority caucus chair, for a caucus announcement.

Mrs. TOEPEL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Republicans will caucus immediately at the break. We would be prepared to return to the floor at 3:45.

The SPEAKER. Thank you.

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS

The SPEAKER. Representative Frank Dermody, with respect to our Democratic Caucus announcement.

Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the Democrats will caucus at 2:30, 2:30. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

REMARKS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

The SPEAKER. Representative Pete Schweyer is recognized on unanimous consent.

Mr. SCHWEYER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I have remarks for SB 250 to submit for the record, sir.

The SPEAKER. Yes, sir. Thank you. Those will be accepted.

Mr. SCHWEYER submitted the following remarks for the Legislative Journal:

Mr. Speaker, I rise today in support of SB 250.

Working people from across the Commonwealth contribute a portion of their paychecks every payday to ensure that Pennsylvania has a robust unemployment compensation system.

It is a fact of our American economy that some people will be out of work through no fault of their own. A downturn in the economy, outsourcing, robotics, or a change in the marketplace could all cause an employer to lay someone off. But it is widely agreed upon that no one should lose their home or go hungry over this. That is why we have an unemployment compensation program. This is one of the most important yet basic safety nets for all workers and their families.

It is true that the UC Fund must have enough money in its account to support those out-of-work employees. But it is equally vital that we have the delivery mechanism needed to make sure that the benefit payments are actually made. To put it another way, what good is a savings account if there are no bank branches or ATMs (automated teller machines) from which to withdraw one's dollars?

Make no mistake about it: Because of a collective failure in State government, we allowed UC call centers to close. We essentially defunding the positions of 499 dedicated public employees, 87 of whom were employed in the city of Allentown. Plainly, through our collective inaction last year, we increased the number of Pennsylvanians who are unemployed while making it harder for working-class folks to receive the benefits that they need and deserve – and here is the worst part – the benefits that they already paid for.

I have no doubt that most members of the General Assembly have heard from many out-of-work constituents about how difficult this has made it for them. Just this weekend a constituent e-mailed me that he lost his job on February 20. And even though he has filed his biweekly claims, he still has yet to receive his unemployment benefits. In his own words, "I called the UC center and they keep telling me that I have to wait because they are backed up. But my bills are also backed up too." Frankly, we owe this man – and thousands of working-class Pennsylvanians like him – an apology for failing to do our job.

Ironically, at the same time we added to the unemployment rolls by defunding the positions of 499 dedicated public employees, 87 of whom were employed in the city of Allentown. Plainly, through our collective inaction last year, we increased the number of Pennsylvanians who are unemployed while making it harder for working-class folks to receive the benefits to which they are entitled.

SB 250 is a temporary, stopgap solution that will begin to undo the damage that we did last year. To be clear, I am under no illusions that this will reopen the Allentown Unemployment Compensation Office or perhaps any office that was closed. But it will bring back a number of
employees across the State's system so that claims can be processed more expeditiously.

There will be members of the General Assembly who will oppose SB 250. They will cite the need for an audit to be conducted first. Keep in mind that the Auditor General is in the process of conducting his review on the UC Fund. They will mention a massive failure of a technology upgrade. They may mention a lawsuit against that tech vendor. But none of these rationales will help those working-class Pennsylvanians who are down on their luck from saving their homes or paying for their groceries.

Let us be honest: SB 250 is only the first step toward rebuilding our unemployment compensation system, but it cannot be the last. We still need a permanent funding solution to our UC system. We still need the Auditor General's report. We still need to upgrade our technology. But we need not make working-class Pennsylvanians who are simply down on their luck worry about where their next mortgage payment is coming from while we debate those details.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

REMARKS SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

The SPEAKER. Also, Representative Tom Murt wishes to submit remarks for the record on HR 159. Those will be accepted.

Mr. MURT submitted the following remarks for the Legislative Journal:

In the United States every year, as many as 3,750 infants and young children are diagnosed with shaken baby syndrome. Tragically, one-third of those victims die as a result of direct brain injuries. But in 2006 Pennsylvania became an example to the rest of the nation when it became the first State to provide hospital-based education on shaken baby syndrome in 100 percent of all birthing and children's hospitals. Today we build on that by declaring April 16-22 "Shaken Baby Syndrome Week" in Pennsylvania. It is our way of educating parents, extended family members, and babysitters on how delicate young children are.

Shaken baby syndrome is caused by vigorous shaking of an infant or young child by the arms, legs, chest, or shoulders. Forceful shaking can result in brain damage leading to intellectual or developmental disabilities, speech and learning disabilities, paralysis, seizures, hearing loss, and even death. It may cause bleeding around the brain and eyes, resulting in blindness. A baby's head and neck are especially vulnerable to injury because the head is so large and the neck muscles are still weak. In addition, the baby's brain and blood vessels are fragile and easily damaged by whiplash motions such as shaking, jerking, and jolting.

Some experts believe that the shaking is primarily the result of an angry adult who loses self-control and that the perpetrator is aware of the potential harm to the child. Others believe a lack of knowledge about the dangers of shaking is a contributing factor and that most people do not intend to harm or kill children by shaking them. That is why physicians, social workers, educators, attorneys, families, and others should collaborate to educate the public about preventing shaken baby syndrome.

By recognizing shaken baby syndrome, we are drawing attention to the hundreds of children hurt or killed by thoughtless parents and guardians. This is an injury that can be avoided.

I thank my colleagues for their support.

The SPEAKER. We are going to stand in recess until—Excuse me; I apologize. We do have one other guest.

GUEST INTRODUCED

The SPEAKER. Cross Lawrence is an eighth grader at South Eastern Middle School. He is the president of the National Junior Honor Society, a member of the band, and is a guest of our Appropriations chair, Representative Stan Saylor. Thank you so much for being with us today, Cross. Thank you.

RECESS

The SPEAKER. Members, we are going to stand in recess until 3:45 p.m. Thank you.

RECESS EXTENDED

The time of recess was extended until 4 p.m.

AFTER RECESS

The time of recess having expired, the House was called to order.

BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE, CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED

HB 975, PN 1476 (Amended) By Rep. A. HARRIS

An Act amending the act of April 12, 1951 (P.L.90, No.21), known as the Liquor Code, in preliminary provisions, further providing for definitions; and, in licenses and regulations, liquor, alcohol and malt and brewed beverages, providing for wholesale permit and for wholesale licenses; and, in disposition of moneys collected under provisions of act, further providing for moneys paid into the State Stores Fund for use of the Commonwealth, providing for moneys paid into the State Stores Operating Fund for use of the board and establishing the State Stores Operating Fund.

LIQUOR CONTROL.

HB 1075, PN 1274 By Rep. A. HARRIS

An Act amending the act of April 12, 1951 (P.L.90, No.21), known as the Liquor Code, in preliminary provisions, further providing for definitions; in licenses and regulations, liquor, alcohol and malt and brewed beverages, providing for wholesale permit and for wholesale licenses; and, in disposition of moneys collected under provisions of act, further providing for moneys paid into the State Stores Fund for use of the Commonwealth, providing for moneys paid into the State Stores Operating Fund for use of the board and establishing the State Stores Operating Fund.

LIQUOR CONTROL.

CALENDAR

BILL ON SECOND CONSIDERATION

The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 595, PN 627, entitled:

An Act amending Title 68 (Real and Personal Property) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, as follows: in general provisions, further providing for definitions; in management of the condominium, providing for alternative dispute resolution in condominiums and for complaints filed with Bureau of Consumer Protection; in protection of purchasers, further providing for effect of violations on rights of action;
in general provisions, further providing for definitions; in management of cooperatives, providing for alternative dispute resolution in cooperatives and for complaints filed with Bureau of Consumer Protection; in general provisions, further providing for definitions; in management of planned community, providing for alternative dispute resolution in planned communities and for complaints filed with Bureau of Consumer Protection; and, in protection of purchasers, further providing for effect of violations on rights of action.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration?
Bill was agreed to.

The SPEAKER. And that is all the bills we have for today.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES

The SPEAKER. We are going to do a Committee on Committees report, supplemental report.

The following report was read:

Committee on Committees
Supplemental Report

In the House of Representatives
April 18, 2017

RESOLVED, That
Representative Justin Simmons, Lehigh, Montgomery and Northampton Counties, resigned as a member of the Urban Affairs Committee and is elected as a member of the Children & Youth Committee.

Representative Matt Dowling, Fayette and Somerset Counties, is elected as a member of the Urban Affairs Committee.

Representative Seth Grove, York County, is elected as a member of the Urban Affairs Committee.

Respectfully submitted,
Robert Godshall, Chairman
Committee on Committees

On the question,
Will the House adopt the resolution?
Resolution was adopted.

BILL RECOMMITTED

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader, who moves that HB 595 be recommitted to the Committee on Appropriations.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

BILLS REMOVED FROM TABLE

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader, who moves that the following bills be removed from the tabled calendar and placed on the active calendar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HB 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 674</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 834</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB 1039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to.

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS PASSED OVER

The SPEAKER. Without objection, all remaining bills and resolutions on today's calendar will be passed over. The Chair hears no objection.

ADJOURNMENT

The SPEAKER. Representative Frank Farry moves that the House be adjourned until Wednesday, April 19, 2017, at 11 a.m., e.d.t., unless sooner recalled by the Speaker.

On the question,
Will the House agree to the motion?
Motion was agreed to, and at 4:05 p.m., e.d.t., the House adjourned.